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Lively Work, Lively Celebrations
A word from Director Robert Bryant

David Eisenbud

Welcome to the Fall 2012 edition of the Emissary! Much has happened at MSRI since our last issue, and I hope that you’ll enjoy the
informative articles on our scientific programs as well as the news
items about the accomplishments and recognitions of our current
and former members and the introductions of our new staff members.
This fall’s programs, Commutative Algebra (which is a year-long
program, continuing in the spring) and Cluster Algebras, got off
to an exciting start with a combined two-and-a-half-week opening
workshop that proved extremely popular. More than 180 participants registered for it, and the Simons Auditorium was filled to
capacity. The blackboard discussions taking place all over the Institute, both inside and outside, were even livelier than usual, and
the excitement of the participants was contagious. Now that the
opening workshops are over, the numbers have thinned out, but the
lively interaction in the seminars and the informal discussions in
the hall are keeping up the activity level. You’ll find articles about
each program and some of the scientists and postdoctoral fellows
who are participating in them further along in this issue.

The Alan Turing celebration: (from left to right) Richard Karp,
Director of the Simons Institute for the Theory of Computing;
Robert Bryant; and Andrew Hodges, acclaimed biographer
of Turing and speaker at the event.

On September 4, we officially welcomed our new sibling, the Simons Institute for the Theory of Computing, to Berkeley by jointly
sponsoring with them a celebration of the 100th anniversary of the
birth of Alan Turing, one of the pioneers of computer science and
artificial intelligence. The event, Alan Turing: A Centenary Celebration, which we held in the auditorium of the Berkeley City
College in downtown Berkeley, was an enormous success. It was
filled to overflowing, with more than one hundred people standing,
for a presentation by Andrew Hodges, the author of the acclaimed
Turing biography, Alan Turing: The Enigma. The presentation was
followed by a panel discussion moderated by Richard Karp, the director of the Simons Institute for the Theory of Computing, that
featured Hodges together with luminaries of the fields in which
Turing worked: Martin Davis, Peter Norvig, Luca Trevisan, Don
Knuth, and Dana Scott.
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Standing room only at the Alan Turing celebration

A Word from the Director

sored by the Mathematical Association of America and MSRI,
turned in an outstanding performance in the August competition in
(continued from page 1)
Guangzhou, PRC, winning three gold, four silver, and one bronze
Several MSRI people have been in the news this summer and fall, medal! For more information about this amazing group of talented
and it is a pleasure to take this opportunity to congratulate them:
young mathematicians, see the story below in this Emissary.
First, Endre Szemerédi, one of MSRI’s research professors in our This summer and fall, we are pleased to welcome two new staff
Fall 2008 program, Ergodic Theory and Additive Combinatorics, members: Alissa Crans, our new Director of Educational and Outwas awarded the 2012 Abel Prize by the Norwegian Academy of reach Activities, and Mick Santos, our new workshop coordinator.
Sciences and Letters “for his fundamental contributions to discrete (You can find more about each of them below in this Emissary.)
mathematics and theoretical computer science, and in recognition Both Alissa and Mick are as excited to be joining the team at MSRI
of the profound and lasting impact of these contributions on addi- as we are to be welcoming them. When you next come to visit
tive number theory and ergodic theory.”
MSRI, please stop by the administration offices and meet them.
Next, Professor Ricardo Cortez, a professor at Tulane and one of
the directors of MSRI-UP, our celebrated mathematics summer research program for undergraduates that emphasizes participation
by underrepresented minority students, as well as past chair of
MSRI’s Human Resources Advisory Committee, was awarded the
2012 Blackwell–Tapia prize “in recognition of his outstanding contributions to the fields of fluid dynamics and mathematical modeling, and for serving as a role model for diversity in the mathematical sciences.”

Another change for this issue is that Silvio Levy, who served for
so many years as MSRI’s librarian and editor of the Emissary, and
who continued to edit the Emissary on a freelance basis for several
years after his retirement, has taken on other responsibilities that
will no longer leave him time to serve as our editor. In his place we
welcome Tracy Hicks, who lives here in the Bay Area and has had
extensive experience editing newsletters and science articles.

Erlend Aas / The Abel Prize

Looking forward to 2013, I’m excited about the January launch
of the program Mathematics of Planet Earth 2013, which will
be a yearlong international collaboration of mathematics institutes
around the world to draw attention to the many ways in which mathematics is used to help our world address issues of the environment,
climate, sustainability, and health. For more information about this
exciting program (and MSRI’s role in it) please visit mpe2013.org.
One of the upcoming events we are particularly excited about is
the public lecture we have planned at the San Francisco Palace of
Fine Arts on March 4 by Dr. Emily Shuckburgh, who is renowned
for her study of the oceans and their effect on the dynamics of the
Earth’s weather. We hope to see you there for this exciting event!

Lastly, I want to take this opportunity to express a special, personal
‘thank you’ to MSRI’s donors and sponsors! Each fall, we include
a list of the wonderful supporters whose generosity has made posEndre Szemerédi
Ricardo Cortez
sible all of the excellent programs and outreach that MSRI proFinally, the eight members of the US team who participated in vides to the community and to our society, and those folks (you
the 2012 China Girls Math Olympiad, who were jointly spon- included!) have our most sincere thanks.
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Boij–Söderberg Theory:
Syzygies and Cohomology
David Eisenbud and Frank-Olaf Schreyer
One of the great motivating sources of ideas, examples, problems
and applications for commutative algebra is algebraic geometry,
the study of geometric forms (called algebraic varieties) defined by
polynomial equations. In fact, ideas and examples from algebraic
geometry are important in almost every branch of mathematics,
from number theory to partial differential equations and mathematical physics. Commutative algebra comes into the study via the
set of functions — say, with values in the complex numbers — defined on (perhaps some open set) of the variety; since you can add
and subtract and multiply such functions, they form a commutative
ring. With the work of Zariski, Serre, Grothendieck and many others, commutative algebra became a more and more central part of
algebraic geometry, and geometric problems became correspondingly central in commutative algebra.
However, the roots of the interaction between commutative algebra
and algebraic geometry go back much further. A cornerstone of the
development was laid by David Hilbert. In a series of papers around
1890 he proved four of the results that make the links between the
subjects really useful: His “Nullstellensatz” is the foundation of the
interaction; his “Basis Theorem” is the fundamental finiteness result in the subject; his “Syzygy Theorem” is the basis for many of
the computations we can make in the subject today and is one of the
starting points for the use of homological algebra; and finally, using the Syzygy Theorem he established the existence and some of
the properties of the “Hilbert Polynomial”, which is the first source
of discrete invariants of varieties.
b (M )
i

The Hilbert polynomial PX captures the most important invariants
of X. Its degree is the dimension of X. If, for example, X is a Riemann surface (dimension = 1) embedded in some way in projective
space, then PX (d) = ad + b is a polynomial of degree 1. The constant coefficient b tells us the genus g of X — the only topological
invariant of X as an abstract manifold (more precisely, b = 1 − g)
— and the linear coefficient a is the number of points in which a
general hyperplane of Pn will meet X — the only other topological
invariant of the embedding X ⊂ Pn .
Hilbert’s theorem is actually more general. It applies to any graded
module, such as the module of twisted global sections of an arbitrary sheaf on Pn , of which the homogeneous coordinate ring is a
special case.
There are two useful and well-known ways to give invariants that
refine the Hilbert polynomial: the graded Betti table and the cohomology table. Until recently, the exact connection between them
was unclear, but the development of Boij–Söderberg theory in the
last six years has made it precise: they are, in a natural sense that
we will describe, dual to one another!
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Of course plenty of questions remain open — even questions about
...
these basic invariants. But a recent step forward, the development
of a subject now called Boij–Söderberg Theory, has significantly
i
i
advanced our understanding. In the rest of this article we will deFor a module M over a regular local ring with residue field K,
scribe the background and beginnings of this theory.
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The most fundamental numerical invariant Hilbert deduced from
his syzygy theorem is the Hilbert polynomial. It gives a way of ex- What is a Betti Table? First the definitions. We begin with a
tracting discrete geometric invariants from a projective algebraic finitely generated graded module M over the polynomial ring
variety. It is defined as follows: If X ⊂ Pn is a variety, say over the
• β(F) S := C[x0 , . . . , xn ].
•γ(E)
complex numbers C, then the homogeneous coordinate ring SX of
We will compare it to a free module by choosing a minimal set of
X is the factor ring
generators for it, and noting their degrees; the free module “most”
SX := C[x0 , . . . , xn ]/IX ,
like M is the one with generators of those degrees. By way of notation, we suppose that there are β0,j generators of degree j (so that
where IX is the ideal of all homogeneous polynomials vanishing β0,j = 0 for almost all j) and write the free module as
βΦ(F,
E)
on X. (Similar considerations hold over any• β(F)
base field, and nearly
β0,j
Figure 2: TheF0duality
between
= ⊕j S(−j)
• .Betti tables and cohomology ta
•γ(E)
everything we will discuss in this exposition can be made indepencones. Namely, given the Betti table β(F) of a complex of S
dent of characteristic.) Hilbert showed that the dimension of the There is acohomology
natural surjection
F0 →of M
sending of
generators
F0
table γ(E)
a complex
coherentofsheaves
on P
d-th graded component of SX is equal, for large integers d, to the to generators
of
M
and
preserving
degrees.
If
M
was
not
actually
pairing produces the Betti table β(Φ(F, E)) of a complex of K
value PX (d) of a polynomial PX . The polynomial PX is now uni- free, then Figure
this surjection
hasfrom
a kernel,
called the first [2012].
syzygy module
is taken
Eisenbud-Erman
versally called the Hilbert polynomial of X.
of M.
3 Betti tables and cohomology tables involves three
Figure 2: The duality between
cones. Namely, given the Betti table β(F) of a complex of S-modules, and the

• β(F)

•γ(E)

βΦ(F, E)
•

The duality between Betti tables and cohomology tables involves three cones. Namely, given the Betti table β(F) of a
Figure 2: The duality between Betti tables and cohomology tables involves three
complex of S-modules, and the cohomology table γ(E) of a complex of coherent sheaves on Pn , the categorified pairing
cones. Namely, given the Betti table β(F) of a complex of S-modules, and the
produces the Betti table β(Φ(F, E)) of a complex of K[t]-modules. (Figure from a preprint
of Eisenbud–Erman [2012].)
n

cohomology table γ(E) of a complex of coherent sheaves on P , the categorified
pairing produces the Betti table β(Φ(F, E)) of a complex of K[t]-modules. The
takenMfrom
We may analyze M — or,Figure
better, is
resolve
moreEisenbud-Erman
and more finely [2012].
The value at any integer d of the Hilbert polynomial of the module
by repeating this process over and over, to obtain a minimal free Γ∗ (F) is equal to the Euler characteristic
resolution of M. Hilbert proved that the process terminates after at
n
X
most n + 1 steps, because the syzygy module of the syzygy module
χ(F(d)) :=
(−1)i dimC Hi (Pn , F(d)).
of the . . . , repeated n + 1 times, will be a free module. Thus we
i=0
obtain an exact sequence
We define the cohomology table of F to be the collection of num0 → Fm → · · · → F1 → F0 → M → 0
bers
1
γi,j := dimC Hi (Pn , F(j)),
of graded S-modules, where the maps all preserve degrees and the
Fi are all free modules. We may write Fi = ⊕S(−j)βi,j for some and we see at once that the cohomology table of F determines the
collection of numbers βi,j , almost all equal to 0. These βi,j depend Hilbert polynomial, as well.
only on M and not on the choices of generators that we made, and
the collection of numbers {βi,j } is called the Betti table of M.

Boij–Söderberg Theory

The Betti table really does refine the Hilbert polynomial as an invariant; indeed, one may compute the dimension of the degree d
part of M as the alternating sum of the degree d parts of the modules Fi . Using the formula


n+d−j
dimC S(−j)d =
n

Which tables of numbers occur as Betti tables or as Cohomology
tables? A complete answer would solve many outstanding problems in algebraic geometry and commutative algebra, and seems
very distant, although much interesting work has been done on the
question.

In 2006 Mats Boij and Jonas Söderberg, pursuing a proof of the
“multiplicity conjecture” of Herzog, Huneke and Srinivasan, decided to take seriously the fact that the Betti table of the direct sum
of two modules is the (component wise) sum of the two Betti tables of the modules. Thus the collection of all Betti tables forms a
n+2
. Restricting
semigroup embedded in the infinite lattice ⊕∞
−∞ Z
(n + d − j)(n − 1 + d − j) · · · (1 + d − j)
PS(−j) (d) =
themselves, for simplicity, to the case of Betti tables of modules of
n···1
finite length, they realized that if a module M has a pure resolution
for d ≥ −n + j, we see that dimC Md agrees with a polynomial in the sense that, for each i, the value of β is nonzero for at most
i,j
function for all d such that
one j, then the Betti table of M will generate an extremal ray in the
positive rational cone generated by the set of all Betti tables. They
d ≥ max −n + j.
j|βi,j 6=0
proposed the conjecture that this cone is closed, and that these are
In fact, this was Hilbert’s original proof of the existence of the all the extremal rays. This statement does not tell us all the possible Betti tables — but it does tell us all the possibilities up to a
Hilbert polynomial!
rational multiple, a very big step forward. The conjecture seemed
What is a Cohomology Table? Finitely generated graded S- distant; for example, at the time it was made, few examples of pure
resolutions were known.
modules are almost the same thing as coherent sheaves on Pn
C : by a
famous theorem of Serre, the category of coherent sheaves is equiv- The conjecture was proved by the two of us in 2008, after some
alent to the category of finitely generated graded modules modulo preliminary work by Boij–Söderberg and Eisenbud–Fløystad–
the subcategory consisting of those of finite length. Explicitly, one Weyman. The key turned out to be the realization that if F is a
may go from a coherent sheaf F to a module by taking the module coherent sheaf on Pn , then from the cohomology table of F one
of twisted global sections
n+2
can immediately construct linear functionals on ⊕∞
that
−∞ Z
M
are
non-negative
on
every
Betti
table;
and
that
moreover
the
func0
F 7→ Γ∗ (F) :=
H (F(d)).
tionals constructed in this way precisely define the rational cone
d

we get



X
n+d−j
dimC Md =
(−1)i βi,j
.
n

Since n+d−j
is equal to the polynomial function
n
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of Betti tables. Moreover, the relationship is dual — Betti tables
define functionals that are collectively positive precisely on cohomology tables. Thus it sufficed to produce enough modules with
pure — and thus extremal — resolutions, and enough coherent
sheaves with similarly extremal cohomology tables (called by us
“supernatural sheaves”).

Focus on the Scientist: Christine Berkesch
Ezra Miller

Details of all this, together with a more complete history, can
be found in our paper [2009]. Here we content ourselves with a
pretty picture, shown to us by Jerzy Weyman, that solves the problem of constructing supernatural sheaves in characteristic 0. Let
λ = (λn−1 , . . . , λ0 ) be a partition of |λ| into n parts, and let Q be
the tautological rank n quotient bundle on Pn . One formulation of
Bott’s Theorem says that the positions of the non-zero cohomology
groups of the Schur functor Sλ Q in the cohomology table can be
read from the Ferrers diagram, as in the diagram below, where we
put hj (F(k − j) in the (k, j)-th position. Here we show the case
λ = (8, 7, 6, 2, 0, 0); the bundle Sλ Q on P6C has nonzero cohomology groups only where the diagram has stars:
∗ ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗

Christine Berkesch

Christine Berkesch grew up in Indiana and attended Butler University for her undergraduate studies. She then joined the Mathematics department at Purdue University, where she completed
her Ph.D. in 2010. She received an International Postdoctoral
Fellowship from the NSF to work with Mikael Passare at Stockholm University during the following academic year. In the first
half of 2011, Christine also participated in the program on “Algebraic geometry with a view towards applications” at the Institut Mittag-Leffler. She is now on leave from her Assistant
Research Professor position at Duke University.

∗ ∗ ∗

Her research focuses on homological questions at the interface
of algebra, geometry, and combinatorics. She has worked with
hypergeometric systems on toric varieties as well as with monomial ideals, multiplier ideals, and free resolutions.

Our paper was more than enough to prove the multiplicity conjecture, and it has had a number of other applications. For example, Berkesch, Erman, Kummini and Sam used our constructions to
answer the question of what “shapes” the graphs of the functions
i 7→ βi (M) could take when M is a module over a regular local ring with residue field K and βi (M) denotes the dimension of
the K-vector space Tori (M, K). The answer, surprisingly, is: practically anything! — as indicated in the first figure in this article.

Christine’s first major contribution used homological and combinatorial techniques to derive a formula for the rank — that
is, the dimension of the solution space — of an arbitrary Ahypergeometric system. Christine discovered the surprising fact
that for systems on a fixed toric variety, the locus of continuous
parameters giving rise to systems whose ranks are larger than
expected does not contain enough combinatorial data to compute the ranks themselves. Her discovery (with Forsgård and
Passare) of families of integral solutions that are holomorphic
as functions of the parameters holds promise for the goal of constructing sheaves of solutions.

Among the many questions left open by our paper was a philosophical mystery. Each cohomology table contributed many linear functionals on Betti tables, and conversely each Betti table contributed
many linear functionals positive on cohomology tables, so the two
cones were not dual in the ordinary sense. What was the nature of
this many-many duality? Eisenbud and Erman have answered this
question, and at the same time opened up many possible further applications, by reinterpreting the duality as a pairing involving not
two but three cones, as the figure at the top of the previous page,
mediated by a pairing
Db (S) × Db (Pn )

Φ

In another direction, Christine has explored applications and
generalizations of Boij–Söderberg theory. In collaboration with
Erman, Kummini, and Sam, she categorified the poset structure
on extremal rays of the cone of Betti tables and also constructed
families of minimal free resolutions from higher tensors, providing a unifying view on a wide variety of complexes. Christine’s
work in Boij–Söderberg theory also aims to generalize the theory to multigraded and (ungraded) local settings, as well as to
singular settings such as hypersurface rings.

/ Db (C[t]),

from the product of the derived categories of graded S-modules
and of coherent sheaves on Pn to that of torsion C[t]-modules.

In addition to her research, Christine is actively involved in mentoring, with particular emphasis on increasing the presence of
women in mathematics, through such programs as EDGE, the
Noetherian Ring, and the new MATH MENT♀RING program that
she is developing with colleagues at Duke.

Many other questions in this area remain open, and because of all
the exciting developments, this field is one focus of the current program at MSRI.
5

Two New Staff Members Join MSRI
Mathematics (SPWM) at George Washington University. She
is extremely active in helping students increase their appreciation and enthusiasm for mathematics through co-organizing
the Pacific Coast Undergraduate Mathematics Conference,
now in its 8th year.
She received the 2011 Henry L. Alder Award for distinguished
teaching by a beginning college/university mathematics faculty member. In addition, Alissa has been the invited speaker
at several meetings, both academic- and outreach-oriented.

Alissa S. Crans

Alissa S. Crans, our new Director of Educational and Outreach Activities, earned her Ph.D. in mathematics from the
University of California at Riverside in 2004 under the guidance of John Baez. She is currently an Associate Professor of
mathematics at Loyola Marymount University and previously
was a VIGRE Ross Assistant Professor at The Ohio State University and a visiting Dickson Instructor at the University of
Chicago.
Alissa’s research interests lie in the field of higherdimensional algebra, and her recent work, funded by an NSA
Young Investigator Grant, involves categorifying algebraic
structures called quandles with the goal of defining new knot
and knotted surface invariants. She is also interested in the
connections between mathematics and music; the 2009 paper she co-authored in this area received the 2011 Merten M.
Hasse Prize for expository writing from the Mathematical Association of America.

Mick Santos

Mick Santos, our new Workshop Assistant, is continuing on
with MSRI after being a Program Intern. Mick recently finished his studies in UC Berkeley in the field of Integrative Biology. He is pursuing a career in possibly Public Health, Computer Science, or Education. He enjoys learning and improving the administrative tasks that are done behind the scenes.
Most importantly, it is especially rewarding for him when he
has the chance to meet and welcome the workshop attendees
to MSRI. By primarily assisting in the coordination of MSRI’s
workshops, Mick continues to foster his passion for education
and serving the community.

Alissa has extensive experience mentoring and supporting
women mathematicians through her involvement in the Summer Mathematics Program (SMP) at Carleton College and
teaching in the Enhancing Diversity in Graduate Education
(EDGE) program and the Summer Program for Women in

CME Group–MSRI Prize in Innovative Quantitative Applications

Michael Marsland, Yale photographer

The seventh annual CME Group–MSRI Prize was awarded to Robert Shiller on October 12 at a
luncheon in Chicago. Dr. Shiller is the Arthur M. Okun Professor of Economics, Department of
Economics and Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics, Yale University, and Professor of
Finance and Fellow at the International Center for Finance, Yale School of Management.

Robert Shiller

The annual prize recognizes originality and innovation in the use of mathematical, statistical or
computational methods for the study of the behavior of markets, and more broadly of economics.
Prior to the lunch and award presentation, a moderated discussion on “The U.S. Housing and Financial
Crisis: Aftermath and Afterthoughts” was held with Congressman Barney Frank (D-Massachusetts,
4th District) and Keith Hennessey, former Director of the U.S. National Economic Council.
You can read more about the CME Group–MSRI Prize and also find a link to video of the
Frank/Hennessey discussion at http://www.msri.org/web/msri/public-events/show/-/event/Em9750.
6

Girls Math Olympiad in China
U.S. team members all score medals

This was
“probably
the
best summer
I’ve ever
had. . . even
better than I’d
expected.
China was just
amazing and
awesome.

”

The 2012 U.S. CGMO team, from left right: Alicia Weng, Danielle Wang, Jingyi Zhao,
Gabriella Studt, Laura Pierson, Cynthia Day, Victoria Xia, and Courtney Guo.

For the sixth consecutive year, MSRI and the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) sent a team of eight talented girls to China
to compete in the China Girls Mathematical Olympiad (CGMO) in
August. Every member of the team scored a medal, winning a total
of three gold medals, four silver medals, and one bronze medal at
the highly competitive, girls-only math Olympiad, which was held
in Guangzhou in southern China’s Guangdong Province.

The girls sat the rigorous exam on two days: each day they were
presented with four proof-based math problems and had four hours
in which to solve them. The competition was founded in 2002 as
a regional competition for teams of female students from China
and other eastern Asian countries. It later expanded to invite teams
from more countries, and this year drew 204 girls from ten countries. MSRI sent the first team from the United States in 2007.

Gold medals were awarded to Victoria Xia, 16, from Vienna, Virginia — she received a perfect score and won her second consecutive gold medal — who is a junior at the Thomas Jefferson
High School for Science and Technology; Danielle Wang, 15, from
Campbell, California, a sophomore at Westmont High School, who
also won a gold medal last year; and Alicia Weng, 16, from West
Hills, California, who is a junior at North Hollywood High School.
Silver medals were won by Cynthia Day, 17, from San Jose, California, who recently graduated from Lynbrook High School and is
a freshman at Stanford University this fall, and was also a medalist at the 2009 and 2010 CGMO; Courtney Guo, 16, a U.S. citizen
who is a junior at the International School of Beijing in China;
Laura Pierson, 12, from Oakland, California, who is the youngest
student to ever compete on the U.S. team, and is a seventh grader
at Hillcrest Middle School; and Jingyi Zhao, 16, from Culver, Indiana, who is a junior at Culver Academies. A bronze medal was
awarded to Gabriella Studt, 16, from Silver Spring, Maryland, who
is a junior year at Montgomery Blair High School.

The team’s mathematical skills were honed earlier in the summer
when they spent three weeks at the MAA Mathematical Olympiad
Summer Program at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. To
read the travelogue that the girls started writing in the summer and
picked up, again, in China, go to http://www.msri.org/cgmo/2012;
the quote above is from Gabby Studt’s entry during her flight home.
The team’s students were selected from the top ranks of female
finalists in the 2012 USA Mathematical Olympiad. Head coach,
Zuming Feng, is a math teacher on the faculty of Phillips Exeter Academy, the leader of the USA International Mathematical
Olympiad team, and the director of the Mathematical Olympiad
Summer Program since 2003. Former U.S. team members and gold
medalists, Jennifer Iglesias, who entered Carnegie Mellon University’s Ph.D. program in mathematics this fall, and Sherry Gong,
who began a Ph.D. program in mathematics at MIT, returned again
as assistant coaches to help coach the team in China and during the
team’s training in June at the Summer Program.
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Cluster Algebras
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1

Hugh Thomas

5
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One of the two programs at MSRI this fall is focused around cluster
algebras. Cluster algebras were discovered some ten years ago by
Sergey Fomin and Andrei Zelevinsky. Links to a surprising number
of areas of mathematics have subsequently appeared. This means
that two people who work on cluster algebras could potentially have
very little background in common, so the program has been a welcome opportunity for people knowledgeable about different aspects
of the topic to share their experience.
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This article is a very brief and informal introduction to cluster algebras. For many resources on cluster algebras, including links to the
1
original papers of Fomin and Zelevinsky, and to surveys treating
8
2
cluster algebras from a variety of perspectives, the reader is encouraged to consult the Cluster Algebras Portal, which is located at By repeatedly applying this rule, you can successively replace one
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/∼fomin/cluster.html.
diagonal after another. The surprise is that the label which is assigned to a diagonal does not depend on the sequence of diagonal
flips used to arrive at it, and if you return to a diagonal which you
Building a Cluster Algebra
have seen before, it will receive the same label each time.
To introduce cluster algebras, I am going to begin with an elementary example. In this case, I mean “elementary” as in “elementary Two Surprises
school.” Sixth grade, I would say, since I’m going to need fractions.
If we check in with our elementary school students a few years
Take a polygon, and divide it into triangles by lines which do not later, after they have learned about rational functions, then they
cross in the interior. Assign a rational number to each of the di- will be able to carry out a somewhat souped-up version of the preagonals in the triangulation, and also to each of the edges of the vious exercise, which starts by labeling the diagonals of the chosen
polygon. The result should look something like this:
triangulation, and the boundary edges, by a collection of distinct
indeterminates. The same procedure as before can be carried out
with this starting labeling. It will still be true that each diagonal
2
1
receives a well-defined label, independent of the sequence of flips
which produces it.
5
2

4

At this point, there are two further surprises, which were not yet
visible in elementary school. As we carry out this procedure of
swapping diagonals and calculating the corresponding new labels,
we add, multiply, and divide. As a result, even though we start with
a single indeterminate on each edge, we might reasonably expect to
see complicated rational functions appearing as labels. But in fact,
this doesn’t happen: we only ever see Laurent polynomials (that is
to say, rational functions whose denominator is a monomial). This
is an instance of the “Laurent Phenomenon,” about which I will
have more to say later.
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Let me illustrate this very concretely. I start with a pentagon with a
fixed triangulation, and, for simplicity, let me assign the boundary
edges the label 1. We label the diagonals of the triangulation x1
Now, erase one of the diagonals of the triangulation. This leaves and x2 , as in the left-hand diagram on the top of the next page.
an open quadrilateral. Draw in the other diagonal. Assign a numNow, I may choose a diagonal to replace. Let’s say I choose to reber to the new edge based on the following rule: if the sides of the
place the diagonal labelled by x1 . In the diagram on the right, the
quadrilateral are numbered a, b, c, d in cyclic order, and the old
resulting new edge gets the label
diagonal was numbered e, then the new diagonal’s label is given
by (ac + bd)/e.
x2 + 1
x3 =
.
x1
For example, if we had erased the edge with the label 3 in the old
diagram, the new label would be ( 45 · 25 + 4 · 1)/3 = 2, and the new It is not interesting to flip the diagonal labelled by x3 , since we
diagram would be:
get back to our original picture, with the original labels, but we can
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physics, low-dimensional geometry, or others. I am not going to
attempt to summarize these different perspectives here. Instead, I
am going to attempt to explain in a little more detail what a cluster
algebra is.

flip the diagonal labelled by x2 , and obtain a new diagonal labelled
by
x1 + x2 + 1
x4 =
.
x1 x2
The first of the two surprises I mentioned kicks in at the next step.
When we calculate the label for the next diagonal, we get
x5 =

1

In the setting that I have been discussing, associated to triangulations of a polygon, the cluster algebra is simply the algebra over Z
generated by all the labels that appear on all the edges and diagonals. This setting can be vastly generalized. First of all, we can
replace the polygon by (essentially) an arbitrary orientable surface
with a finite collection of marked points on the boundary. Triangulations are still recognizable, though the diagonals are now isotopy
classes of curves between marked points rather than straight lines.
With significantly more effort (and some modification to the notion of triangulation), marked points in the interior of the surface
can also be allowed. As before, the cluster algebra is the algebra
generated by the labels on the arcs.

x4 + 1
x1 + 1
x1 x2 + x1 + x2 + 1
=
=
.
x3
x2 (x2 + 1)
x2

We see that the numerator of x3 has wound up in the denominator
of x5 , so we ran the risk of leaving the Laurent world — but the
numerator of x5 also had a factor of (x2 + 1), so the binomial in
the denominator cancels, and the Laurent property still holds.

What about the next step? The elementary school behavior already
tells us the answer — we have calculated a label for each of the five
diagonals of the pentagon, so at the next step, we will be recalculating the label for one of our initial diagonals. And, indeed, if we It turns out that the cluster algebra concept can be generalized much
carry out the calculation, we find that
further. (In fact, in what is now a time-honored tradition in cluster algebra papers, I am revising history, as this more general dex5 + 1
(x1 + x2 + 1)x1
scription came first chronologically.) In order to explain the more
x6 =
= x1 .
=
x4
x1 + x2 + 1
general version of cluster algebras, I would like to recall an apocryphal story about Einstein, when he was asked to explain how
The second surprise that is now visible is that the numerators of radios work. He said “First, let me explain the telegraph. Essenthe labels on the diagonals always have non-negative coefficients. tially, it is a very long cat. You tug on its tail in Pittsburgh, and its
This might not seem like much of a surprise, because so far, I head meows in Cleveland. (Pause.) Radio is the same thing, only
haven’t even mentioned subtraction. So how could a negative sign without the cat.”
have crept in? Well, it turns out that negative signs are sneaky
things, and can appear where you don’t expect them. For example, Cluster algebras in general, then, are the same thing as what I have
(x3 + y3 )/(x + y) = x2 − xy + y2 . So, we are actually entitled already explained, only without the triangulations. Slightly more
to be surprised that, when we reduce to lowest terms (canceling the precisely, it is possible to encode a triangulation in an integer manon-monomial factors in the denominator), then what is left in the trix, so that the operation of flipping a diagonal acts in a welldefined way on the matrix. The rule for assigning a label to the
numerator still has no negative signs.
new edge, also, can be interpreted purely in terms of the matrix. At
this point, the triangulation is no longer necessary, and we can start
General Cluster Algebras — the Same Thing,
with any (suitable) matrix, including ones which could not possibly
Only Without the Triangles
arise from triangulations.
The rational functions that are produced by iterating this procedure in all possible ways are called “cluster variables.” The Laurent Phenomenon still persists in this generality: the cluster variables are Laurent polynomials. However, the non-negativity of the
coefficients appearing in the numerators of the cluster variables,

What I have discussed so far is as much as I could reasonably explain to tenth graders. If they were to complete high school, go to
university, and continue to graduate school, they might encounter
cluster algebras again, in a variety of settings: total positivity in
algebraic groups, representation theory of algebras, mathematical
9

for all its seeming obviousness, remains a conjecture, one which Another reason to be interested in the cluster algebra, rather than
dates back to the origin of cluster algebras, and which continues to the set of cluster variables, is the following. As I have mentioned,
the cluster variables have the property that they are Laurent polymotivate new work.
nomials with respect to the variables with which we began. But
As always, the cluster algebra is the Z-algebra generated by the
much more is true. We group the cluster variables into overlapping
cluster variables. Even if you accept that the cluster variables are
sets called “clusters.” In the surface case, the clusters correspond to
interesting, it might not be clear that the right thing to do with
sets of edges which together form a triangulation, while in general,
these Laurent polynomials is to use them to generate an algebra. I
a cluster is simply the set of cluster variables that occur together
will give a couple of reasons why it might be interesting to do so.
at some stage of the iterative construction. Now it is important to
observe that there is nothing special about the initial cluster and
the initial cluster variables. We can equally well express a cluster
Beyond Cluster Variables
variable as a rational function in the cluster variables appearing
One reason to be interested in the cluster algebra, rather than just in any cluster, and the expressions we obtain will all be Laurent
the cluster variables, is that some of the algebras which appear in polynomials. It follows immediately that this property extends to
this way are algebras which we already consider to be interesting, all elements of the cluster algebra: any element can be expressed as
such as homogeneous co-ordinate rings of homogeneous varieties a Laurent polynomial in the variables of any cluster. In fact, under
(and also quantized versions of these, appearing as quantum clus- good circumstances, more is true: this is a necessary and suffiter algebras, which I do not have space to explain here). The cluster cient characterization of the elements of the cluster algebra, which
algebra perspective provides a new tool for studying these familiar provides a further justification for the significance of the cluster
algebra itself.
rings; in particular, for trying to construct nice linear bases.

Focus on the Scientist: Lauren Williams
Bernd Sturmfels
course at UC Berkeley by the Chancellor Professor Dylan
Thurston. In joint work with Gregg Musiker and Ralf Schiffler, Lauren proved that the longstanding Laurent positivity
conjecture of Fomin and Zelevinsky holds for this class of
cluster algebras.
In the field of integrable systems, Lauren wrote a series
of four remarkable papers with Yuji Kodama which explore
deep connections between soliton solutions to the KadomtsevPetviashvili equations and the combinatorics of totally nonnegative cells in Grassmannians.
Lauren made a major contribution to discrete probability by
providing, in joint work with Sylvie Corteel, an explicit combinatorial formula for the stationary distribution of the asymmetric exclusion process (ASEP). Their work leads to new insights into the hierarchy of classical orthogonal polynomials.

Lauren Williams with Andrei Zelevinsky, who is also
involved in the MSRI Cluster Algebras program

All of Lauren’s projects are highly innovative. She is willing
to take the risks associated with getting into an entirely new
area. For instance, not many combinatorialists would dare to
attack problems concerning integrable systems and differential equations for water waves. She shares her vision and enthusiasm with numerous graduate students and postdocs, who
regard her as an exceptional mentor.

Lauren Williams works in combinatorics, focusing on its enumerative, algebraic, and geometric aspects, and its connections to other branches of mathematics including discrete
probability, representation theory, and mathematical physics.
In this highly competitive field, she is widely regarded as a
young star. During the current fall semester, Lauren is one of
the five organizers for the special program on Cluster Algebras.

Lauren grew up in Southern California and went to Harvard
University for her undergraduate studies. After receiving a
Ph.D. from MIT in 2005, she was a postdoctoral fellow at
Berkeley and Harvard. In Fall 2009, after spending the last
postdoctoral semester at MSRI during the program on Tropical Geometry, she moved down the hill to join UC Berkeley
as an Assistant Professor.

Lauren’s research interests span a wide range of areas, from
pure enumeration to topological combinatorics to integrable
systems to statistical mechanics. Her main results on cluster
algebras concern an important class of them that can be associated with oriented surfaces with boundary and marked
points, a topic prominently featured in an ongoing graduate
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Puzzles Column
Joe P. Buhler and Elwyn Berlekamp

1. Show that every isosceles right triangle can be tiled by smaller 5. Motivated by current events (see the solution on the web for a
full discussion), we extend the previous information cascade probisosceles right triangles of distinct sizes.
lem by adding “shills.” As in Problem 4, there is a biased coin. The
2. You are given n coins, of three kinds — gold, silver, and bronze size of its bias, but not its direction, is known. In other words, there
— and your job is to identify a gold coin. You are guaranteed that are numbers u and v = 1 − u such that the probability of heads is
the gold coins are a (strict) majority of the coins. Unfortunately, the either u or v. Subject to the constraints we will specify, each player
coins are all gold-plated and are indistinguishable without sophis- in this game seeks to determine the direction of this bias.
ticated equipment.
In addition to the biased coin, there are many cards, each of which
Your only tool is a machine that accepts two coins and tells you has one of the following labels: “heads,” “tails,” and “report.” Two
whether or not they are made of the same material. Your algorithm decks of cards are created: one contains only “report” cards, and
to identify a gold coin should describe which pairs of coins should the other contains r = 75% “report” cards, and s = 1 − r = 25%
be compared; the choices may depend dynamically on the results cards that we will call “shill” cards. These shill cards are either all
of earlier comparisons. Such a procedure is said to be of depth “k” heads or all tails. The choice of whether the shills are “heads” or
if the maximum number of times that any given coin participates in “tails” is made once and for all by an initial flip of a (fair!) coin.
a comparison is k, for all possible initial compositions of the coins. Both decks are shuffled. One of these decks is randomly assigned
Find a gold coin algorithm of minimal depth. The depth should be (by another flip of a fair coin) to the all-boys team and the other to
the all-girls team. No one but the referee knows which team’s deck
a constant, independent of n.
contains the shill cards, nor whether the shills are heads or tails.
Comment: We do not know the precise origin of this problem.
It was brought to our attention by Stan Wagon, who pointed us The game now proceeds as follows. As in Problem 4, the boys and
to a version on the “Math Factor” website at the University of girls line up and the successive couples flip the coin, privately.
Each then examines the top card from his or her team’s deck. After
Arkansas.
privately perusing the card, the player returns the card to its deck
3. N distinct points are given in the plane. Show that it is possi- and reshuffles it. He and she then announce “heads” or “tails” acble to make arbitrarily small adjustments to their positions so that cording to the following rules:
they can be connected by straight line segments to form a simply
a. Both members of any couple announce concurrently.
connected polygon.
b. A student with a shill card must ignore all prior information, in4. A coin has probability p of coming up heads, and probability cluding the current coin flip and all prior announcements, and must
q of coming up tails. It is known that (p, q) = (55%, 45%), i.e., announce the bias specified on the shill card.
that the coin is biased either 55/45 towards heads or 55/45 towards
tails. An economics professor partitions his class of 2n students c. As before, a student with a “report” card announces the more
into two teams of n boys and n girls, and asks them to determine likely bias of the coin based on all available information, including
whether the coin is biased towards heads or tails using the follow- prior announcements and the single coin flip which he or she has
ing procedure. The teams line up, and for k = 1 to k = n, the k-th observed.
boy and k-th girl each flip the coin, privately. Each of them then d. Each then passes its team’s deck along to the next member of
announces “heads” or “tails.” Their announcements are concurrent. the same team, and the next couple then behaves according to these
The announcements are heard by all. Each coin flip is known only same rules.
to the person making the flip.
e. All announcements are public, and all coin flips and cards are
The announcements are governed by the following invariable rule: private.
the announcer computes and announces the more likely bias, heads
or tails, using all available information, including the one coin flip Here are some questions to be answered after all 2n announcevisible to him or her, and all prior announcements. Each announcer ments have been made:
must seek to maximize the chance of a correct announcement by 1. What is the probability that all announcements were correct?
exploiting everything known to the announcer at the time of the
2. What is the probability that all announcements were false?
announcement.
After all n couples have made their announcements, what is the 3. What is the probability that there was a complete deadlock: all
probability that all 2n announcements were correct? What is the boys announced one bias and all girls announced the other?
probability that all 2n announcements were false?

Hints: It may be easier to first consider only the limiting case of arComment: This problem illustrates an “information cascade” as de- bitrarily large n. It may also be simpler to first consider the special
case s = 0 (Problem 4) and a new special case s = 1.
scribed on Wikipedia.
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New Viterbi Scholar
Fan Qin is the latest recipient of a Viterbi Postdoctoral Fellowship at MSRI. Fan did his
undergraduate studies at Tsinghua University in Beijing with Jie Xiao. From October 2008
to May 2012, he did his thesis with Bernhard Keller at the University Paris Diderot. He
has obtained important results on Berenstein–Fomin–Zelevinsky’s quantum cluster algebras.
In particular, in joint work with Yoshiyuki Kimura, he has proved Fomin–Zelevinsky’s positivity conjecture for all acyclic quantum cluster algebras, generalizing earlier results by Nakajima.
The Viterbi postdoctoral fellowships are funded by a generous endowment to MSRI from
Andrew Viterbi, who is currently a trustee of MSRI. In 1985, Dr. Viterbi helped found Qualcomm, where he was vice chairman of the board from 1996 until his retirement in 2000. Before
founding Qualcomm, he co-founded Linkabit Corporation, a digital communications company.
Dr. Viterbi is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the National Academy of
Sciences and was a member of President Clinton’s Information Technology Advisory Committee.

Fan Qin

Forthcoming Programs & Workshops
Programs

Workshops

January 14, 2013 to May 24, 2013: Noncommutative Algebraic
Geometry and Representation Theory, organized by Mike Artin,
Viktor Ginzburg, Catharina Stroppel, Toby Stafford (chair), Michel
Van den Bergh, and Efim Zelmanov

October 29, 2012 to November 2, 2012: Cluster Algebras in Combinatorics, Algebra, and Geometry, organized by Claire Amiot,
Sergey Fomin, Bernard Leclerc, and Andrei Zelevinsky (chair)

December 3, 2012 to December 7, 2012: Combinatorial CommuAugust 19, 2013 to December 20, 2013: Mathematical Gen- tative Algebra and Applications, organized by Winfried Bruns, Alieral Relativity, organized by Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat, Piotr T. cia Dickenstein, Takayuki Hibi, Allen Knutson (chair), and Bernd
Chruściel, Greg Galloway, Gerhard Huisken, James Isenberg Sturmfels
(chair), Sergiu Klainerman, Igor Rodniansky, and Richard Schoen January 24, 2013 to January 25, 2013: Connections for Women:
August 19, 2013 to December 20, 2013: Optimal Transport: Ge- Noncommutative Algebraic Geometry and Representation Theory,
ometry and Dynamics, organized by Luigi Ambrosio, Yann Bre- organized by Georgia Benkart, Ellen Kirkman (chair), and Susan
nier, Panagiota Daskolopoulos, Lawrence C. Evans, Alessio Fi- Sierra
galli, Wilfrid Gangbo, Robert J. McCann (chair), Felix Otto, and January 28, 2013 to February 1, 2013: Introductory Workshop:
Neil S. Trudinger
Noncommutative Algebraic Geometry and Representation Theory,
organized by Michael Artin, Michel Van den Bergh (chair), and
January 20, 2014 to May 23, 2014: Model Theory, ArithToby Stafford
metic Geometry and Number Theory, organized by Ehud
Hrushovski, François Loeser, David Marker, Thomas Scanlon, February 11, 2013 to February 17, 2013: Representation Theory, Homological Algebra, and Free Resolutions, organized by
Sergei Starchenko, and Carol Wood (chair)
Luchezar Avramov, David Eisenbud, and Irena Peeva (chair)
January 20, 2014 to May 23, 2014: Algebraic Topology, organized by Vigleik Angeltveit, Andrew J. Blumberg, Gunnar Carls- March 16, 2013 to March 17, 2013: AWM Research Symposium 2013, organized by Hélène Barcelo, Estelle Basor, Georgia
son, Teena Gerhardt, Michael A. Hill (chair), and Jacob Lurie
Benkart, Ruth Charney, Frank Farris, and Jill Pipher
August 11, 2014 to December 12, 2014: New Geometric Methods
in Number Theory and Automorphic Forms, organized by Pierre April 8, 2013 to April 12, 2013: Interactions between NoncomColmez, Wee Teck Gan (chair), Michael Harris, Elena Mantovan, mutative Algebra, Representation Theory, and Algebraic Geometry, organized by Victor Ginzburg, Iain Gordon, Markus Reineke,
Ariane Mézard, and Akshay Venkatesh
Catharina Stroppel (chair), and James Zhang
August 18, 2014 to December 19, 2014: Geometric Representation Theory, organized by David Ben-Zvi (chair), Thomas Haines, May 6, 2013 to May 10, 2013: The Commutative Algebra of SinguFlorian Herzig, Kevin McGerty, David Nadler, Ngô Bảo Châu, larities in Birational Geometry: Multiplier Ideals, Jets, Valuations,
and Positive Characteristic Methods, organized by Craig Huneke
Catharina Stroppel, and Eva Viehmann
(chair), Yujiro Kawamata, Mircea Mustaţă, Karen Smith, and KeiJanuary 12, 2015 to May 22, 2015: Dynamics on Moduli Spaces ichi Watanabe
of Geometric Structures, organized by Richard D. Canary, William
For more information about any of these programs and workshops,
Goldman, Francois Labourie, Howard Masur (chair), and Anna
see www.msri.org/scientific.
Wienhard
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MSRI DONORS
We gratefully acknowledge these donors who gave gifts
between August 1, 2011 and July 31, 2012.
GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT
National Science Foundation
National Security Agency

ANNUAL FUND
Archimedes Society
members support MSRI’s
Annual Fund which makes
possible our education and
outreach programs. Over
3,500 young people
participate in our education
programs each year and
countless others attend our
public programs.
Archimedes Society
members receive invitations
to special events and
reserved seating at public
programs.

Museion $5,041 and
above
Named for the recognition
event to which its members
are invited, Museion, “the
Hall of the Muses,” was
Ptolemy I’s institute at
ancient Alexandria. Scholars
came to study and advance
science, and the adjacent
library was said to be the
greatest in the world at the
time. Museion members are
invited to the special
Museion dinner/lecture
series held in the Bay Area
and in New York.
Katherine Brown
Murray Cantor
Paul & Susan Chern
Jim & Yukiko Gatheral
Madge Rosenbaum Goldman
William & Margaret Hearst
Alexander Lesin
Howard & Joan Resnikoff
Ronald L. Rivest
Jan & Myron Scholes
Peter N. Yianilos

Plato $1,922 to $5,040
Plato, in The Laws,
suggested that a suitable
number of citizens for the
ideal city would be that
number which contained the
most numerous and most
consecutive subdivisions. He
decided on 5,040, a number
with 59 divisors (apart from
itself). For purposes of war
and peace 5,040 citizens can
be divided by any number
from 1 to 10.
William E. Lang
Langsam Family
Foundation, Inc.
Joan Sarnat

Noether $1,730 to
$1,921
1921 is the year of
publication of Noether's
“Idealtheorie in
Ringbereichen” — a
landmark paper ushering in
the beginning of the field of
Abstract Algebra, which
became a dominant theme of
20th Century mathematics
and flourishes into the 21st.
Anonymous

Ramanujan $730 to
$1,729
1,729 is the number of
Hardy’s taxicab which,
Ramanujan reflected from
his sick bed, is the smallest
number expressible as the
sum of two cubes in two
different ways.
Darrell Duffie & Denise
Savoie
Alfred W. & Virginia D.
Hales
Charles W. Johnson
Dick Kadison

Donald & Jill Knuth
Andrew Odlyzko
Sorin Popescu
B. A. A. Prasad
Michael F. Singer
Ronald J. Stern
Hung-Hsi Wu

Cubic $258 to $729
729 is a number important to
Plato, and a cube that is the
sum of three cubes.
Anonymous
Elliot Aronson
Danalee Buhler
Daniel Goldston
Solomon W. Golomb
Robert M. Guralnick
William Johnson
Ronald Kahn
Donald Korn
Robert Korsan
William J. Lewis
Jon McCammond
John Stroik
Chuu-Lian Terng & Richard
Palais
Wolmer V. Vasconcelos
Carol S. Wood

Fermat $90 to $257
257 is a Fermat number, and
is equal to 2 to the 2 to the 3
plus 1.
Bedros Afeyan
Ian Agol
Michael T. Anderson
Dave Bayer & Laurie
Mitsanas
David Bressoud
Tom & Louise Burns
Bradley Carroll
Richard C. Churchill
Annalisa Crannell
Charles W. Curtis
Andrew Dean
Douglas Dunham
Robert Edwards
Jeremiah Farrell

Mark Feighn
Jacob Feldman
Dan Freed
Eric & Susan Friedlander
Jayanta K. Ghosh
David L. Goines
Edray H. Goins
Bill Goldman
David Harbater
Nancy B. Hingston
Berkeley Math Circle
Parents
Srikanth B. Iyengar
J.D. & Barbara Jackson
Sheldon Katz
Kiran S. Kedlaya
Ralph M. Krause
Kee Y. Lam
James M. Lucas
Clement Lutterodt
Jacob R. Matijevic
Clinton G. McCrory
Kathleen & Robert
Megginson
William F. Mitchell
Carlos Julio Moreno
Walter Neumann
Joseph F. Nowoslawski
Richard & Susan Olshen
Linda M. Platas
Joyce Putnam
Eleanor Rieffel
Marc A. Rieffel
William H. Rowan
Mikhail Safonov
Donald E. Sarason
Mohamed W. Sesay
Freydoon Shahidi
Wilbur L. Smith
Bruce M. Solomon
Louis Solomon
Jim Sotiros
Harold Stark
Irena Swanson
Earl J. Taft
Alvin I. Thaler
Maureen W. Vavra
Dan-Virgil Voiculescu
Alan Weinstein
Henry C. Wente
Julius Zelmanowitz

(continued on next page)
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Fibonacci $34 to $89
Both the upper and lower
end of this range are
Fibonacci Numbers. 34 is
also the magic constant of a
4 by 4 magic square.
David J. Aldous
Albert Baernstein
Gloria Brown Brooks
Ian Brown
Kenneth S. Brown
Lawrence G. Brown
Frank Cannonito
Richard A. Champion
Steve Crockett
Martin Davis
Mark Dirocco
Emily B. Dryden
Harolyn L. Gardner
Ross Geoghegan
Eloise & Kenn Hamann
Robin Hartshorne
Gerald W. Johnson
Marilyn M. Koshlap
Michel L. Lapidus
Polly Moore
Ethan Namvar
Michael Pejic
Susan J. Pisani
Bruce Reznick
Winston Richards
Robby Robson
John T. Ronan
Jonathan M. Rosenberg
Timo Seppalainen
Lee Stanley
Pham H. Tiep
Bill Vederman
John M. Voight
Jonathan Wahl
Diane H. Young

Director’s Fund
MSRI Trustees support the
operating needs of the
Institute through this fund
that supports special
research and other
programs allocated by the
Institute’s Director.
Edward D. Baker
Deborah L. Ball
Hélène Barcelo & Steve
Kaliszewski

Georgia M. Benkart
Elwyn & Jennifer Berlekamp
Robert L. Bryant &
Réymundo A. Garcia
S.Y. Alice Chang & Paul C.
Yang
Jennifer T. Chayes &
Christian H. Borgs
Jeff Goodby & Jan Deming
Phillip A. & Marian F.
Griffiths
Sanford J. Grossman
Charitable Trust
Maria Klawe & Nicholas
Pippenger
Kleiman Philanthropic Fund
Tom Leighton & Bonnie
Berger Leighton
Dusa McDuff & Jack Milnor
Richard M. Schoen
Simons Foundation
Hugo Sonnenschein
Roger A. Strauch
Sandor & Faye Straus

Mug Fund
Supports personalized coffee
mugs for members at MSRI.
Tom Kennedy
Richard Kenyon
Anna Levit
Svante Linusson
James Propp

CORPORATE DONORS
A.K. Peters*
D. E. Shaw
Elsevier*
International Press*
Oxford University Press*
Maplesoft*
Meyer Sound Laboratories
Microsoft Research
Pearson*
Princeton University Press*
Revista Matematica
Iberoamericana*
Springer*
Torchlight Investors, LLC
W.H. Freeman*
Wolfram Research*
World Scientific*

MATCHING GIFTS
Microsoft
RBC Capital Markets

Simons Foundation
Spencer Foundation

Berkeley Math Circle

PROJECTS

San Francisco Math
Circle

Simons Visiting
Professor
Simons Foundation

Chern Centennial
Celebration
Simons Foundation

Bay Area Math
Olympiad
Roger A. Strauch

China Girls Math
Olympiad
S. S. Chern Foundation for
Mathematical Research
National Science Foundation
Mathematical Association of
America
Akamai Foundation
Sunlin & Priscilla Chou
Foundation

Julia Robinson
Mathematics Festivals
and Contests
Amazon
Anonymous
Nancy Blachman
S. D. Bechtel Jr. Foundation
Cal Teach*
Douglas K. Earp
Girls Middle School*
Jenny Harrison
Head-Royce School*
Susan Howard
San Francisco State
University*
Stanford University*
University of California
Berkeley*
Benjamin Wells
Steven & Moira Zucker

Anonymous

S. D. Bechtel Jr. Foundation
Moody’s Foundation

Oakland/East Bay Math
Circle and Circle for
Teachers
S. D. Bechtel Jr. Foundation
Firedoll Foundation

San Jose Math Circle
Roger A. Strauch

Critical Issues in Math
Education
Math for America

K–12 Education
Initiatives
Paul & Susan Chern
Bruce Cohen
Thomas R. Davis
Lucy K. de Anda
Theodore W. Gamelin
Janet Mertz
Barbara Oliver
Tito A. Serafini
James T. Smith
Robert Uomini

MSRI Library
American Institute of
Mathematical Sciences*
American Mathematical
Society*
Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer
Foundation*
John Templeton Foundation
Mathematical Society of
Japan*
Pacific Journal of
Mathematics

CME Group – MSRI Prize
National Association of
Math Circles
Akamai Foundation
Paul & Susan Chern
Thomas & Stacey Siebel
Foundation
James T. Smith
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CME Group*

Capacity Build Service
Grant
Taproot Foundation*

ENDOWMENT
Named Funds
Eisenbud Professorship
S. S. Chern Endowment for
Chinese Scholars
Viterbi Endowed
Postdoctoral Scholars
Cha Family Endowment for
Scholars
Huneke Postdoctoral
Fellowship

Henry B. Laufer & Marsha
Zlatin
S. S. Chern Foundation for
Mathematical Research

Dan Freed
Phillip A. & Marian F.
Griffiths
Albert & Dorothy Marden

$50,000 – $99,999

$1,000 – $4,999

Jennifer T. Chayes &
Christian H. Borgs
Roger A. Strauch

Julius & Patricia Krevans

$20,000 – $49,999

Sandor & Faye Straus

Anonymous
Luchezar & Zoya Avramov
Hyman Bass
Robert L. Bryant &
Réymundo A. Garcia
Paul & Susan Chern
Drs. David & Monika
Eisenbud
Maria Klawe & Nicholas
Pippenger
T. Y. Lam & K. C. Lam
William E. Lang
Calvin & Doris Moore
Howard Morgan

$100,000 – $249,999

$10,000 – $19,999

Simons Foundation
Challenge
$1 million and above
Simons Foundation
Viterbi Family Foundation

$500,000 – $999,999
Craig Huneke

$250,000 – $499,999

Edward D. Baker
Elwyn & Jennifer Berlekamp
Neil & Natasha Chriss
Kleiman Philanthropic Fund

Dusa McDuff & Jack Milnor

$5,000 – $9,999
Ruth Charney

GAUSS SOCIETY
The Gauss Society
recognizes individuals who
are making a planned gift to
MSRI through mention in
their 403(b) retirement plan,
Will, or estate plan.
Members meet annually in
January for the Gauss
Society Dinner and Lecture.
Anonymous
Edward D. Baker
Robert Bryant & Réymundo
Garcia
Gary Cornell
Drs. David & Monika
Eisenbud
Gisela Fränken
Robert Hackney
Craig Huneke
William E. Lang
Douglas Lind
James H. Simons

James T. Sotiros
Hugo Sonnenschein

MEMORIAL GIFTS
Robert Osserman
Memorial
Sheldon Axler
Ruth Charney
May & Paul C. W. Chu
Peter Duren
Gisela Fränken
Brian Hayes
Garo Kiremidjiar
Brian White

Irving Kaplansky
Fellowship
Jack D. Cowan
Anthony D’Aristotile
Thomas J. Emerson
Lance & Lynne Small
Leon H. Tatevossian
Charles Weibel
—
*In-kind donation

Call for Proposals
All proposals can be submitted to the Director or Deputy Director or any member of the Scientific Advisory Committee with a copy
to proposals@msri.org. For detailed information, please see the website www.msri.org.

Thematic Programs
Letters of intent and proposals for semester or year long programs at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI) are
considered in the fall and winter each year, and should be submitted preferably by October 1 or December 30. Organizers are
advised that a lead time of several years is required, and are encouraged to submit a letter of intent prior to preparing a pre-proposal.
For complete details see http://tinyurl.com/msri-progprop.

Hot Topics Workshops
Each year MSRI runs a week-long workshop on some area of intense mathematical activity chosen the previous fall. Proposals for
such workshops should be submitted by October 31 or December 30. See http://tinyurl.com/msri-htw.

Summer Graduate Schools
Every summer MSRI organizes four 2-week long summer graduate workshops, most of which are held at MSRI. To be considered for
the summer of year n, proposals should be submitted by October 31 or December 30 of year n − 2. See http://tinyurl.com/msri-sgw.
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Come to the Institutes’

MSRI Staff Roster
Phone area code 510. Add @msri.org to email addresses.
Scientific Staff
Robert Bryant, Director, 642-8226, director
Hélène Barcelo, Deputy Director, 643-6040, hbarcelo
Alissa S. Crans, Director of Educational and Outreach Activities, 642-4745, acrans
Administrative Staff
Jackie Blue, Housing Advisor, 643-6468, jblue
Phyllis Carter, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer, 643-8321, pcarter
Alex Gonzalez, Director of Development, 643-6056, agonzalez
Lisa Jacobs, Executive and Development Assistant, 642-8226, lisaj
Christine Marshall, Program Manager, 642-0555, chris
Rizalyn Mayodong, Staff Accountant, 642-9798, rizalyn
Megan Nguyen, Program Analyst, 643-6855, megan
Anne Brooks Pfister, Press Relations Officer & Board Liaison, 642-0448, annepf
Linda Riewe, Librarian, 643-1716, linda
Mick Santos, Workshop Assistant, 643-6467, mick
Nancy Stryble, Development Manager, 642-0771, nancys
Stephanie Yurus, Controller, 643-6021, syurus

Open House /
MPE 2013
U.S. Launch
at the January 2013
Joint Mathematics
Meetings
in San Diego!
Wednesday
January 9, 2013
5:30-8:00 pm
San Diego Marriott
Ballroom B
Lobby Level

